Capture, encrypt, store and recall ANY
type of multimedia communication data
in a single, window-pane hierarchal view,
all in real-time.
Don’t just be compliant, be efficient.

Fully managed, modular and scalable, SoteriaTM is a complementary and cost-effective software solution that records,
encrypts and stores any type of multimedia communication, in real-time, in a structured way, and on a global scale.
Recalling and presenting all data for analysis in a single-window pane view, driving efficiency, businesses are also able to
respond to a case reconstruction request within a matter of minutes, without any data leaving jurisdiction.

Scalable and cost-effective for
any size of business:
Flexible ‘pay per user, per month’
model allows SoteriaTM to meet any
SME or Large Enterprise’s data
capture, compliance and efficiency
requirements.
No extra licence fees or storage costs.
Servicing 10 of the top 12 global banks, solving MiFID II, GDPR, MAR, Dodd-Frank and more
Modular Features
Real Time Capture of ANY data type, at source, including 3rd party Market Abuse Software data
Full Data Encryption and digitally signed Audit Trail for all objects, and user and system activity
3rd Party Certification of Data providing a complete set of tamperproof records for duty of care and evidential weight
Resilient Secure Storage in our ISO certified Tier 4 cloud, or alternatively on premise, with no integration required
Archive to Set Retention Policies based on any location and specified duration with End of Life Auto-Deletion
Powerful Keyword Search and Retrieval of all metadata and objects, as a Global Lookup in a Single-Pane View
Built-in Permission Hierarchy to manage individual users’ views of globally-stored data
Immediate Case Reconstruction by collating data in a file for further analysis, with time-lapse password access for the regulator
Legal Hold Data Protection to prevent auto-deletion of objects on ‘Legal Hold’, should the retention policy covering them expire
Proactive Keyword Alerting via email or SMS to notify users when words appear within calls, e-communications, or attached files
Voice-to-Text Transcription for keyword searching of voice, and text population of CRM platforms, deal tickets and best execution forms
Additional Functionality
System Integration with any workflow, user provisioning, procurement or deal ticket resolution
Self-Provisioning and Reporting to create new user forms, automated reports, and perform ‘system uptime’ batch tests
Random Content Check Negation by using the proactive keyword alerting feature
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